Project list of Ethical Hacking:

- IP spooling attack demonstration.
- ARP cache poisoning and man in the middle attack.
- Web server fingerprinting.
- Wireshark based projects.
- Honey Pots based project.
- Vulnerability and Penetration testing based project.
- Malware and Trojan based project.
- Stegnography and Cryptography based project.
- Beef based project.
- Phishing based and Mobile Hacking based projects.
- Syn flood tool
- ICMP based attacks
✓ Mac flooding attack demonstration and mitigation
✓ Secure Backup Software System
✓ Matrix Based Shoulder Surfing Security System
✓ Android Based Encrypted SMS System
✓ Hybrid Payment Security Model For E Commerce
✓ Smart Android Graphical Password Strategy
✓ Remote User Recognition And Access Provision
✓ Camera Motion Sensing Project
✓ College automation project
✓ Secure E Learning Using Data Mining Techniques
✓ RFID Based Smart EVM For Reducing Electoral Frauds